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2020: Five Alarm Fire!
Western Oregon cities are vulnerable to
wildfires transitioning into urban fires.
Residents are unprepared for fires threatening
their homes and communities.
Given the risk of flames and smoke entering
cities--we’re all living in the fire zone!
Urgent need for community fire preparation,
ecosystem fire restoration, and climate change
mitigation/adaptation.

Inconvenient Truth: Our 21st century climate is rapidly reducing the
efficacy of 20th century wildland firefighting strategies and tactics

Era of Global Warming Wildfires:
In extreme climate/weather conditions, wildland
firefighters are forced to back off and burn out,
waiting for a change in weather before attempting
direct suppression actions.

Firefighter’s Paradox:
Wildland firefighting is becoming:
• more dangerous for firefighters
• more expensive for taxpayers
• more damaging to ecosystems
…..but less effective!
Wildland firefighters have limited role and capacity in urban fires and structural suppression.

Extreme fire events are driven by severe fire weather conditions:
hot, dry, windy conditions

• 96% of disastrous urban fires have occurred during severe fire weather conditions.
• Fires burning in these conditions are impossible for firefighters to stop or put out.
• Formerly rare events, becoming more frequent and prolonged due to climate change.
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leapfrogging across firelines and fuelbreaks

Embers ignited a spotfire across the mile-wide Columbia River during the 2017 Eagle Creek Fire

Wildfires are spreading much faster but are not necessarily “hotter.”
Large wildfires driven by blizzards of embers, not giant “tsunamis” of flames.

Most homes are ignited by embers or small surface flames
Homes are more flammable than forests:
• Combustible fuels: Debris on rooftops, decks,
fences, woodpiles and propane tanks
• Points of entry: roof vents, vinyl windows, wooden
shake roofing and siding
• Homes located between a 50 foot span of paved
highway and the river—no firefighters could
improve on that for firelines!

Must be prepared for the fires we cannot
prevent, and those we cannot stop.

Fantasy

Fire engines parked in every driveway, airtankers swooping past every home.

Reality

A single wildfire can threaten hundreds of homes simultaneously.
Firefighters are not able to stop wildfires during “red flag” weather conditions, and cannot
protect every home.
House-to-house ignitions become urban conflagrations--tragedies, disasters, catastrophes.

Strategic dilemma: send firefighters to suppress backcountry wildfires
or focus resources on protecting homes and communities?
The I-Zone (WUI):

Wildland/Urban I-Zones:
• Interface: outer edge of cities and
suburbs meeting wildland vegetation
• Intermix: dispersed rural homes mixed
within wildland vegetation
• Occluded: urban parks, undeveloped
lots containing ”wild” vegetation

Home Ignition Zone (HIZ):

2020 Almeda Fire in Phoenix, Oregon

• House immediate surroundings
• Problem of overlapping HIZs creates
“chain reaction” of house-to-house
ignitions.

Reducing home ignitability is not just an individual homeowner’s duty--it is a
responsibility of the whole community.

Collective Action: Citizen Advocacy for “Home-Outward” Strategy
Oppose the typical Congressional emphasis on backcountry fuels reduction strategies centered
on taxpayer-subsidized commercial timber removal.
•
•
•

Less than 4% of all commercial thinning projects ever interact with wildfires, and those that do have fires burn
into them typically fail to stop fire spread.
Retrofitting homes to reduce ignitability increases their survivability over 90%.
Which is the better return on investment of limited taxpayer funds and resources?

Bottom line: we know how to fireproof homes; we don’t know how to fireproof ecosystems.

Collective Action: Citizen Advocacy for “Home-Outward” Strategy
Shift focus from reactive wildfire suppression to proactive community fire preparation:
• Kamala Harris’ S.2882 “Wildfire Defense Act of 2020” provides a useful model for legislative efforts.
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/2882
• Expansion of Firewise Communities—turn from a voluntary to a mandatory program?
https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Fire-causes-and-risks/Wildfire/Firewise-USA

Other policy ideas:
•
•
•
•
•

More funding for municipal and rural volunteer fire departments to prepare for wildfire events.
More economic incentives/mandates for home retrofit projects in HIZ.
Neighborhood associations (e.g. Friendly Area Neighbors) organizing community work parties.
Designation of community fire safety zones and smoke shelters.
Combine volunteer labor pools with technical experts (e.g. Americorps, Boy/Girl Scouts, school groups, retirees
working with agency and academic specialists).

Urban and rural residents must become partners with firefighters to do our share to prepare our
homes and communities for future fires.

Community Fire Preparation for Disaster Prevention
Large wildfires are inevitable, but home losses and urban
fire disasters are entirely avoidable.
First responders, volunteers, and citizen mutual aid groups
providing recovery assistance after the fires: we salute you!
Integrate future wildfire response with disaster recovery
planning and preparedness on a community-wide level:
• Emergency communications: neighbor-to-neighbor if official
warning systems or infrastructure break down.
• Evacuation routes: nearby safety zones vs. major travel routes.
• Home retrofitting: non-flammable roofs, vent screens, window
shutters, etc.
• Lawnscape maintenance: keep a clean green scene with
rooftop/gutter sweeping, mowing, pruning, watering, etc.

Neighborhood Actions Must
Involve the Whole Community

Provide for vulnerable members who
lack capacity for self-help in pre-fire
preparedness or post-fire recovery
efforts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elderly
Disabled
Poor families/low-income workers
Renters
Homeless people
Indigenous peoples
Communities of color
Youth

Think big and go bold! The Westside Eastwind Firestorm event offers incentive for action:

• Infrastructure projects in emergency communications, transportation, urban fire protection and suppression.
• Decentralized, renewable energy sources to eliminate risk of powerline ignitions.
• Green New Deal? New National Fire Plan?

Climate change is the real burning issue of our time!

• Many of the things we must do to confront the climate crisis address the same needs for the wildfire crisis.
• Forests play a vital role in the climate solution, and fire plays a vital role in forest ecology.
• The sooner we prepare homes to protect communities from fire, the sooner we can restore forest ecosystems
with fire.

For more info: https://fusee.org/

